UT Austin Awards Services
Agreement
to SIPX
In February, SIPX was selected to be the sole
source provider of digital content clearance
services for UT Austin’s growing pool of online
learning initiatives. This selection, the result of an
extensive RFP process, follows our support of two initial UT Austin MOOCs on the edX platform
in Fall 2013. We are excited to partner with another leading institution in enabling the
broad and easy use of digital content to enrich projects that extend the reach and
effectiveness of higher education.

The SIPX Content Collection
Continues to Grow
Each week we add more searchable content to our
readings database. We now have more than
4,000,000 document items live in the “SIPX
Collection”, with full metadata and PDFs, from over
25 top academic publishers. We also continue to grow
our partnerships with leading publishers in their
respective fields: Ashgate & Gower, OECD, Purdue University Press, University of
Iowa Press and Wolters Kluwer Health have all become general SIPX publishing partners.

Inaugural Publisher Advisory Board
Session Convened in Philadelphia
Aligned with the ALA midwinter meeting, we held our
inaugural facetoface Publisher Advisory
Board meeting. Despite tough Philadelphia weather,
the room was packed and the conversation was lively
and informative.

SIPX Adds More Staff, More Programs
Our sales team continues to grow with the recent addition of Kathy
Stevenson, Director, University Sales, for the Southern region. Kathy
joins SIPX from SAGE Publishing, where she partnered with universities to
deliver online content for academic research. Prior to Sage, Kathy worked at
McGrawHill and Pearson Publishing. Contact Kathy to learn more about SIPX
offerings. Please feel free also to contact Dylan Moulton, Director, University
Sales (Eastern Region), or Michelle Valiani, Director, University Sales (Western
Region).
In addition, SIPX recently was named one of the initial partners for CCC’s MOOC Program
rollout . This is another positive step in making content for online education more readily
accessible and costeffective.

Join Us for EReserves Webinar
and More
Join Dylan Moulton, Director, University Sales
(Eastern Region), on Thursday, April 24, at 1:00 pm
EDT for a webinar on how to use SIPX for
managing your ereserve readings. Dylan will
share some insights from existing SIPX ereserves
implementations, including explaining how easy it is
to use SIPX in this context, and how compelling the realworld benefits are. Please
email to register.
SIPX will be speaking at the events below, as well as attending UKSG 37th Annual
Conference and Exhibition and the Texas Conference of Digital Libraries. Reach out
to us via Twitter at @SIPXCopyright or contact us via email at info@sipx.com to arrange a
meeting.
April 911, Dallas, TX
SLOANC 7th Annual International Symposium  Emerging Technologies for Online Learning
Information Session: Applying MOOC Lessons Learned to Campus Education and Beyond
(Franny Lee, SIPX)
April 29 – May 5, Washington, DC
STM Annual U.S. Spring Conference 2014
Flash Session: Stewardship of Knowledge (Heather Staines, SIPX)
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